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Abstract
There has been a growing interest in heterogeneous and homogeneous multicore
processors due to their excellent characteristic, higher performance and lower
power consumption than single core processors. In order to exploit the capability of
heterogeneous and homonogeneous multicore processor, an automatic paralleliza-
tion is greatly important since parallel programming by hand is time consuming
task.
This thesis proposes an innovative OSCAR (Optimally Scheduled Advanced
Multicore Processors) heterogeneous automatic parallelizing compiler, which real-
izes an automatic parallelization and a power reduction for various heterogeneous
and homogeneous multicores.
Performance evaluation and power evaluation on 15 core heterogeneous mul-
ticore RP-X using media applications attains speedups of 32.6 times with eight
SH-4A cores and four FE-GA cores, 18.8 times with two SH-4A cores and one
FE-GA core, 5.4 times with eight SH-4A cores against sequential execution by a
single SH4A core and 70% of power reduction for the optical ow.
Performance evaluation on several SMP servers using dose calculation for heavy
particle radiotherapy for cancer treatment attains good speedups of 9.0 times with
12 processor cores on Hitachi HA8000/RS220 system based on the Intel Xeon
Processor and 50.0 times with the 64 processor cores on Hitachi SR16000 system
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based on the IBM Power 7 processor.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
1.1 Background and purpose
Multicore processors, which integrate multiple processors on a chip, are utilized
in wide variety of products such as cell phones, digital televisions, car navigation
systems, personal computers, workstations and supercomputers. Today, multicore
processors exist everywhere due to the following reasons: (1) Achieving speedups
by increasing core frequency is technically dicult and it results in higher power
consumption since the power consumption is proportional to the frequency times
square of the voltage. (2) Achieving speedups by increasing the number of cores
improves power eciency by keeping the core frequency low as hardware vendors
have developed many types of multicore processors such as IBM/SONY/TOSHIBA
CELL BE[PAB+05], Renesas/Waseda RP-2[IHY+08], RP-X[YIK+10].
Multicore processors are categorized into homogeneous multicores and hetero-
geneous multicores (Fig.1.1). Homogeneous multicores integrate identical multiple
cores on a chip. On the other hand, heterogeneous multicores integrate special-
purpose accelerator cores such as dynamically recongurable prcessors(DRP) and
graphic processing unit(GPU) in addition to general-purpose processor cores on
a chip in order to keep up with various demands such as multimedia processing.
Especially, integrating accelerators improves power eciency because the acceler-
ators realize high performance at low frequency and low power.
However, as shown in Fig.1.2, very hard software development eorts for mul-
ticores are required since programmers have to manually parallelize a program by
taking the following steps: (1) write a program, (2) decomposition of the program
into tasks, (3) scheduling these tasks onto general processors and accelerators by
inserting synchronization codes and data transfer codes. Especially, for heteroge-
neous multicores, programmers have to develop a unique code for each accelera-
16
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Figure 1.1: Category of Processors
Figure 1.2: Development Flow
tor using special-purpose languages like NVIDIA CUDA[GGN+08] and Khronos
OpenCL[khr] and make performance tuning by taking the characteristic of the
target accelerators into account. Facilitating programming for heterogeneous and
homogeneous multicore is greatly important since it takes several months in order
to exploit the full capability of multicores manually.
In order to make the programming for heterogeneous and homogeneous mul-
ticores easier, this thesis proposes an innovative OSCAR (Optimally Scheduled
Advanced Multicore Processors) heterogeneous automatic parallelizing compiler,
which realizes an automatic parallelization for various heterogeneous multicores
including homogeneous multicores. Recent many studies have tried to handle this
17
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software development issue. In terms of homogeneous multicores, many works
have been trying to realize an automatic parallelization. Polaris compiler[EHP98],
SUIF compiler[HAA+96], IBM XL compiler and Intel compiler are an example
of automatic parallelizing compilers. However, these parallelizing compilers only
exploit the loop level parallism and are designed homogeneous multicores.
In terms of heterogeneous multicores, researchers came up with many solution
so as to facilitate the diculty heterogeneous of parallel programming. For exam-
ple, NVIDIA and Khronos Group introduced CUDA[GGN+08] and OpenCL[khr].
Also, PGI accelerator compiler[Wol10] and HMPP[DBB07] provides a high-level
programming model for accelerators. However, these works focus on facilitating
the development for accelerators. Programmers need to distribute tasks among
general-purpose processors and accelerator cores by hand. In terms of workload
distribution, Qilin[LHK09] automatically decides which task should be executed on
a general-purpose processor or an accelerator at runtime. However, programmers
still need to parallelize a program by hand. While these works rely on program-
mers' skills, CellSs[BPBL09] performs an automatic parallelization of a subset of
sequential C program with data ow annotations on CELL BE. CellSs automat-
ically schedules tasks onto processor elements at runtime. The task scheduler of
CellSs, however, is implemented as a homogeneous task scheduler, namely the
scheduler is executed on PPE and just distributes tasks among SPEs.
Therefore, realizing an automatic parallelization for heterogeneous and homo-
geneous multicore is required. This thesis makes the following contributions:
 A proposal in which the compilation ow of the OSCAR compiler does not
depend on the processor conguration, or the number of general-purpose
cores and accelerators.
18
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 A proposal, which enables the OSCAR compiler to perform an automatic
parallelization for heterogeneous multicore by utilizing existing tools and
libraries for accelerators.
 An evaluation of the processing performance and the power eciency us-
ing widely used media applications including motion-tracking algorithm and
audio encoding software on the authors developed RP-X heterogeneous mul-
ticore chip.
 An evaluation of the processing performance using dose calculation, which
is used in a particle radiotherapy for cancer treatment on SMP servers.
1.2 Thesis outline
The thesis consists of 6 chapters.
Chapter 2 \OSCAR Compiler Applicable Heterogeneous Multicore Architec-
ture" rstly denes a generic architecture in order to build the compilation ow of
the OSCAR compiler, which can support various kinds of shared memory multi-
processor congurations. The model multicore architecture for the OSCAR com-
piler is composed of general-purpose processors, accelerators, direct memory ac-
cess controller, on-chip centralized shared memory, and o-chip CSM. Moreover,
the OSCAR heterogeneous multicore architecture can handle accelerators without
controllers and accelerators with their controllers, or general-purpose processors.
Both general-purpose processors and accelerators with controller may have a local
data memory, a distributed shared memory, a data transfer unit, frequency volt-
age control registers, an instruction cache memory and a data cache memory. The
local data memory keeps private data. The distributed shared memory is a dual
19
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port memory, which enables point-to-point direct data transfer and low-latency
synchronization among processors. This chapter also shows most of existing het-
erogeneous and homogeneous multicore can be seen as a subset of the OSCAR
architecture and the OSCAR compiler can support various heterogeneous and ho-
mogeneous multicores.
Chapter 3 \Compilation Framework for the Heterogeneous Multicore Architec-
ture" describes the proposed framework including an automatic compilation ow
for the target architecture. The input of the framework is a sequential program
written in Parallelizable C, a kind of C programming style for parallelizing com-
piler, or Fortran77 and the output is an executable for a target heterogeneous and
homogeneous multicore. The compilation ow consists of 4 steps. First of all,
accelerator compilers or programmers insert hint directives immediately before
loops or function calls, which can be executed on the accelerator, in a sequential
program. Then, the OSCAR compiler parallelizes the source program considering
with hint directives. The compiler automatically performs (1) decomposition of
a program into tasks, (2) scheduling these tasks onto general processors and ac-
celerators by inserting synchronization, (3) data transfer, and (4) power control
codes which controls the frequency and the voltage of the chip. After that, the
compiler generates a parallelized C or Fortran program for general-purpose proces-
sors and accelerator cores by using OSCAR API, multicore application program
interface (API) including thread APIs, memory mapping APIs, data transfer APIs
and power control APIs. At that time, the compiler generates C or Fortran source
codes as separate les for accelerator cores. Each le includes functions to be
executed on accelerators when a function is scheduled onto accelerator by the OS-
CAR compiler. Afterwards, each accelerator compiler generates objects for its own
20
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target accelerator. Finally, an API analyzer prepared for each heterogeneous mul-
ticore translates OSCAR APIs into runtime library calls, such as pthread library.
Afterwards, an ordinary sequential compiler for each processor from each vender
generates an executable. This chapter also describes the proposed framework
eectively utilizes the existing accelerator compilers and hand-tuned accelerator
libraries and realizes an automatic parallelization for various multicore processors.
Chapter 4 \Parallel Processing Schemes for Media Applications on the Het-
erogeneous Multicore Architecture" describes parallel processing schemes for the
motion-tracking algorithm called optical ow and the audio encoder called ad-
vanced audio codec (AAC) encoder. This chapter also evaluates the processing
performance and the power reduction by the proposed framework on the RP-X
heterogeneous multicore, which integrates eight general-purpose processor cores,
or SH4A, and three kinds of accelerators including dynamically recongurable pro-
cessor (DRP) accelerators, or FE-GA. The RP-X is developed by Renesas, Hitachi,
Tokyo Institute of Technology and Waseda University . Optical ow calculates ve-
locity eld between two images. This program consists of the following parts:
dividing the image into 16x16 pixel blocks, searching a similar block in the next
image for every block in the current image, shifting 16 pixels and generating the
output. The OSCAR compiler exploits the parallelism of the loop, which searches
a similar block in the next image. In addition, accelerator compiler developed by
Hitachi analyzed that the sum of absolute dierence (SAD), which occupies a large
part of the program execution time, is to be executed on accelerator. Then the
OSCAR compiler schedules these tasks onto general-purpose processors and accel-
erators and applies power control. AAC encoder is based on the AAC-LC encode
program provided by Renesas and Hitachi. This program consists of lter bank,
21
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midside (MS) stereo, quantization and human coding. The OSCAR compiler ex-
ploits the frame-level parallelism and schedules these tasks onto general-purpose
processors and accelerators and applies power control. The hand-tuned library for
lter bank, MS stereo and quantization is used for accelerator. As a result, the
framework attains speedups of 32.6 times with eight SH-4A cores and four FE-GA
cores, 18.8 times with two SH-4A cores and one FE-GA core, 5.4 times with eight
SH-4A cores against sequential execution by a single SH4A core and 70% of power
reduction for the optical ow on the RP-X. The proposed framework realizes an
automatic parallelization for various processor congurations. In addition, the
compilation time is within a few minutes even though it takes several months in
order to exploit the full capability of multicores manually.
Chapter 5 \A Parallel Processing Scheme for Dose Calculation on SMP Servers"
describes a parallel processing scheme of dose calculation for particle radiother-
apy for cancer treatment and evaluates processing performance by the proposed
framework on SMP servers. This dose calculation engine is based on the clinically
used program developed by National Institute of Radiological Sciences (NIRS)
and Mitsubishi Electronics. This program simulates treatment plan for cancer:
It simulates how much particles attack the cancer but it takes long time for the
simulation. In order to reduce the simulation time by parallelization, this thesis
proposes a processing scheme for the application and enables the OSCAR com-
piler to exploit the parallelism of the calculation engine. As a result, the proposed
method attains good speedups of 9.0 times with 12 processor cores on Hitachi
HA8000/RS220 system based on the Intel Xeon Processor and 50.0 times with
the 64 processor cores on Hitachi SR16000 system based on the IBM Power 7
processor.
22
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Chapter 6 \Conclusions" concludes the thesis and explains future works.
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Chapter 2 OSCAR Compiler Applicable Heterogeneous Multicore
2.1 Introduction
The demand for multicore processors has been increasing for several years in
order to improve system performance keeping power consumption low. IBM
Power7[KSSF10], Intel Single Chip Cloud[HDH+10], Renesas RP2[IHY+08], NEC
NaviEngine[MTT+07], Toshiba Venezia[NTF+08] and Fujitsu Sparc64 VIIIfx[MYK+10]
are examples of multicore processors. In addition, there has been a growing inter-
est in heterogeneous multicores which integrate special purpose accelerator cores
in addition to general-purpose processor cores on a chip. One of the reason for this
trend is that heterogeneous multicores allow us to attain high performance with
low frequency and low power consumption. Various semiconductor vendors have
released heterogeneous multicores such as CELL BE[PAB+05], GPGPU[LHG+06],
Uniphier[NYY+07], RP1[YKH+07] and RP-X[YIK+10].
However, the softwares for heterogeneous multicores generally require large de-
velopment eorts such as the decomposition of a program into tasks, the im-
plementation of accelerator code, the scheduling of the tasks onto general-purpose
processors and accelerators, and the insertion of synchronization and data transfer
codes. Long software development periods are required even for expert program-
mers.
In order to facilitate a parallel programming for heterogeneous multicore, this
thesis proposes an OSCAR automatic heterogeneous parallelizing compiler as men-
tioned in Chapter 1. Although conventional homogeneous parallelizing compilers,
such as Polaris compiler[EHP98] and SUIF compiler[HAA+96], only exploit the
loop level parallelism, the OSCAR compiler exploits multigrain parallelism includ-
ing corase-grain parallelism, loop level parallelism and ne-grain parallelism[KHM+91]
This chapter in particular discusses the importance of the OSCAR compiler
26
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cooperative heterogeneous multicore architecture and dene a generic multicore
architecture to which the parallelization of the OSCAR compiler is applicable. It
is important to dene a generic architecture and build a compilation framework for
the architecture since there are various kinds of heterogeneous multicore. Specif-
ically, an memory architecture design, an interconnection network design and an
accelerator design are completely depend on an architecture design. For example,
Intel Larrabee[SCS+08] integrates scalar units and wide vector units and these
units are in the same core. In addition, these units share instruction and data
caches. CELL processor[PAB+05] integrates one general puporse processor called
\PowerPC Processor Element(PPE)" and eight SIMD processors called \Synergis-
tic Processor Element(SPE)". On-chip interconnection network called \Element
Interconnect Bus(EIB)" connects the PPE and SPEs. A DMA controller in the
SPE performs data transfer between the PPE and the SPEs. GPU[LHG+06] are
connected with o-chip interconnection network called PCI Express.
Therefore, this chaper rstly denes a generic architecture in order to build
the automatic parallelizing compilation ow, which can support various kinds of
shared memory heterogeneous and homogeneous multicore congurations.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.2 describes the detail
of the architecture. Section 2.3 denes a program execution model on the archi-
tecture. Section 2.4 denes a clear distinction between the role of the OSCAR
compiler and toolchains for accelerators. Section 2.6 concludes this chapter.
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Figure 2.1: OSCAR Applicable heterogeneous multicore architecture
2.2 Target architecture
This section denes generic \OSCAR Applicable Heterogeneous Multicore Ar-
chitecture" shown in Fig.2.1. This thesis denes a term \controller" as a general-
purpose processor that controls an accelerator, that is to say, it performs part
of coarse-grain task and data transfers from/to the accelerator and ooad the
task to the accelerator. The architecture is composed of general-purpose proces-
sors, accelerators(ACCs), direct memory access controller(DMAC), on-chip cen-
tralized shared memory(CSM), and o-chip CSM. Some accelerators may have
its controller, or general-purpose processor. Both general-purpose processors and
accelerators with controller may have a local data memory (LDM), a distributed
shared memory (DSM), a data transfer unit (DTU), a frequency voltage control
28
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registers (FVR), an instruction cache memory and a data cache memory. The
local data memory is a high-speed memory and keeps processor private data. The
distributed shared memory is middle-speed memory and is a dual port memory,
which enables point-to-point direct data transfer and low-latency synchronization
among processors. The data transfer unit in general-purpose processors and accel-
erator with controller is a kind of DMA controller , which is able to overlap task
executions with data transfers. In addition, the frequency voltage control registers
in each core improves power eciency by using dynamic voltage and frequency
scaling(DVFS).
Each existing heterogeneous multicore can be seen such as CELL BE[PAB+05],
MP211[TST+05] and RP1[YKH+07] as a subset of OSCAR API applicable ar-
chitecture. Thus, OSCAR API can support such chips and a subset of OSCAR
API applicable heterogeneous multicore. The minimum subset of the architecture
is a cache-based architecture, which means that each general-purpose processor
just consists of CPU core, instruction cache, and data cache. When the target
architecture has a local memory, the OSCAR compiler performs local memory
management for hard real-time execution. Addition of a data transfer unit and a
distributed shared memory accelerates data transfer among memories and synchro-
nization among processors, respectively. Introducing accelerator with its controller
realize higher performance than accelerator without its controller because the for-
mer can feed data to accelerator with lower cost. The full architecture showin in
Fig.2.2 is called the OSCAR compiler cooperative heterogeneous multicore archi-
tecture because the OSCAR compiler is able to utilize the data transfer units, the
local memory and the distributed shared memory[NMM+09], accelerator with its
controller and change the frequency and the voltage of the chip.
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Figure 2.2: OSCAR compiler cooperative heterogeneous multicore architecture
2.2.1 Identifying element in the architecture
This thesis also denes a term \Virtual Core(VC) number" as an ID which
identies the processor element in the architecture.
VC number starts at zero and if there are \n" general-purpose processors, \m"
accelerators with controler and \k" accelerators without controller, the numbering
is the following:
(1) general-purpose processors: VC(0) - VC(n-1) in Fig.2.1
(2) accelerators with controller: VC(n) - VC(n+m-1) in Fig.2.1
(3) accelerators without controller: VC(n+m) - VC(n+m+k-1) in Fig.2.1
(4) the others: VC(n+m+k) - in Fig.2.1
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[[chip, ] vc,] MODULE_ARG_LIST
MODULE_ARG_LIST := MODULE_ARG, MODULE_ARG_LIST
MODULE_ARG := (module([sub_module])[, arg_list])
Figure 2.3: Specifying the module within a chip
Table 2.1: Examples of Modules
module corresponding module
OSCAR LDM Local Data Memory
OSCAR DSM Distributed Shared Memory
OSCAR CSM Centrilized Shared Memory
OSCAR DTU Data Transfer Unit
OSCAR DMAC Direct Memory Access Controller
OSCAR ENTIRECORE Entire Core
OSCAR ENTIRECHIP Entire Chip
In addition, this thesis also denes the way to identify modules in the processor
core such as data transfer unit and memory. This notation is used to set the
frequncy voltage of the module. Fig.2.3 shows the notation and Table.2.1 shows
the exmaple of modules.
In Fig.2.3, \chip" is chip number, \vc" is VC number, \module" is module
name, \sub module" is submodule name and \arg list" is the argument for the
specied module. Here, parameters enclosed in \[ ]" can be omitted. If \chip"
and \vc" is \-1", the target module is whole chip, whole core respectively. By
using VC number and this notation, any elements in the target architecture can
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Figure 2.4: Execution Model on Accelerator with its Controller
be specied. For example, a local data memory in VC0 in Chip0 is expressed in
\0, 0, OSCAR LDM". \OSCAR ENTIRECORE" species a VC as a whole. In
addition, \OSCAR ENTIRECHIP" species a chip as whole.
2.3 Execution model on the architecture
This section denes a program execution model on the target architecture. In or-
der to minimize the runtime overhead of parallel processing, the OSCAR compiler
adopts one-time single level thread creation as its execution model. This execution
model creates threads at the program start point. Execution model of accelerator
depends on whether accelerator has its own controller or not. Fig.2.4,Fig.2.5 shows
the execution model of accelerator.
As shown in Fig.2.4, in accelerator with its controller, the controller performs
data transfers and accelerator invocation. On the other hand, as shown in Fig.2.5,
in accelerator without its controller, a general-purpose processors play a role as a
controller.
In both cases, the task execution on controller is blocked until accelerator exe-
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Figure 2.5: Execution Model on Accelerator without its Controller
cution ends.
2.4 Role of the OSCAR compiler and toolchains
for accelerators
In order to utilize accelerators, programmers generally identify which parts of an
input program is to be accelerated eectively, develop an accelerator binary using
domain specic language such as CUDA[GGN+08] and OpenCL[khr] or assem-
bler languages, and implements controller codes including data transfer between a
general-purpose processor and an accelerator, accelerator invocations, synchroniza-
tions. However, supporting all accelerator programming model is not so feasible
for the OSCAR compiler since these eorts are completely depend on the tar-
get accelerator. Therefore, it is important to dene a clear distinction between
the role of the OSCAR compiler and toolchains for accelerators not to lost the
general-purpose properties.
This thesis denes an accelerator compiler has the following three properties.
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 inserts hint directives immeadiately before loops or function calls, which can
be executed on the accelearator, in a sequential program.
 generates accelerator binary of the task, which is assigned by the OSCAR
compiler.
 generates accelerator control codes including data transfer codes, accelerator
invocation codes and synchronization codes.
In contrast, this thesis denes the OSCAR compiler has the following three
properties.
 performs coarse-grain task graph generation and task scheduling considering
with hint directives.
 generates C source codes as separate les which include functions to be
executed on accelerators when a function is scheduled onto accelerator by
the OSCAR compiler.
 generates parallelized C or Fortran program with OSCAR API.
However, not all of existing accelerator compiler support these properties. For
example, FE-GA[KTT+06] compiler developed by Hitachi suuports all properties.
PGI Accelerator Compiler[Wol10] developed by Portrand Group does not support
hint directive insertion. CUDA compiler developed by NVIDIA only supports
accelerator binary generation. In order to utilize such accelerator compilers and
existing hand-tuned libraries, the proposed framework provides another way. In
the way, programmers prepare libraries which include controllers codes and accel-
erator binary in advance and inserts hint directives manually.
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2.5 Related work
There are many examples of heterogeneous multicores. This section shows an
overview of the existing heterogeneous multicores.
IBM/SONY/TOSHIBA CELL BE[PAB+05] integrates one general-purpose pro-
cessor called PPE and eight SIMD accelerator called SPE. PPE and SPEs are
connected to on-chip interconnection. SPE incorporates a local memory called
\Local Storage" and a direct memory access controller called \Memory Flow Con-
troller(MFC)". Data transfers between main memory and local storage are always
done by software. SPE is an accelerator without its controller and PPE plays a role
of controller for SPE. Arizona State University/ARM SODA[LLW+06] is designed
for software dened radio and is similar to CELL BE. SODA made up of four
SIMD cores and one general-purpose ARM processor. Each SIMD core has a local
memory and DMAC and is connected to on-chip interconnection network. SIMD
core is an accelerator without its controller and ARM processor plays a role of con-
troller for SIMD core. Intel Larrabee[SCS+08] core consists of a scalar unit and
a vector unit and these units are connected to intra core network. Larrabee core
is accelerator with its controller because these units share L2 cache. University
of Michigan/Arizona State University/ARM AnySP[WSM+09] core is called PE
and consists of SIMD unit and scalar unit. Both SIMD unit and scalar unit share
a local data memory and DMAC. AnySP PE is an accelerator with its controller
because these units are also connected to intra core network. Renesas proposed
nine general-purpose processors and two matrix processors and these processors
are interconnected with on-chip interconnection network. A matrix processor is
an accelerator without its controller and general-purpose processors plays a role
of controller. University of California at Berkeley VIRAM[KP03] integrates one
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general-purpose MIPS core and two vector arithmetic functional units. Both MIPS
core and vector units are connected to on-chip interconnection network and a vec-
tor unit is an accelerator without its controller. GPGPU such as NVIDIA Tesla
GPU, AMD Radeon GPU and Intel Graphic Media Accelerator are a massively
parallel processor and is often connected to PCI Express. GPGPU is obviously an
accelerator without its controller as well. Some GPGPUs are tightly coupled with
general-purpose processors such AMD Fusion GPUs. Universitat Politecnica de
Catalunya/University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign CUBA is an architecture,
which includes data-parallel accelerators and general-purpose processors. CUBA
accelerator is an accelerator with its controller. Renesas/Hitachi/Tokyo Institute
of Technology/Waseda University RP-X integrates eight general-purpose SH-4A
processors, four dynamically recongurable FE-GA processors, two matrix proces-
sors and the other media IPs. Each SH-4A core consists of a local data memory,
a local program memory, a distributed shared memory, a data transfer unit and
frequency voltage control register. FE-GA is an accelerator without its controller.
In summary, all processor element in heterogeneous architecture can be cate-
gorized into general-purpose processor, accelerator with its controller and accel-
erator without its controller. general-purpose processors and accelerator with its
controller would have a local data memory, a local program memory, a distributed
shared memory, a data transfer unit and frequency voltage control register. This
is why the existing heterogeneous multicore architecture can be seen as a subset
of OSCAR Applicable heterogeneous multicore architecture.
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2.6 Conclusion
This chapter has dened a generic architecture in order to build the compilation
ow of the OSCAR compiler, which can support various kinds of shared memory
multiprocessor congurations. The model multicore architecture for the OSCAR
compiler is composed of general-purpose processors, accelerators, direct memory
access controller, on-chip centralized shared memory, and o-chip CSM. Moreover,
OSCAR heterogeneous multicore architecture can handle accelerators without con-
trollers and accelerators with their controllers, or general-purpose processors. Both
general-purpose processors and accelerators with controller may have a local data
memory, a distributed shared memory, a data transfer unit, frequency voltage
control registers, an instruction cache memory and a data cache memory. The
local data memory keeps private data. The distributed shared memory is a dual
port memory, which enables point-to-point direct data transfer and low-latency
synchronization among processors. This chapter also has shown most of existing
heterogeneous and homogeneous multicore can be seen as a subset of the OSCAR
architecture and the OSCAR compiler can support various heterogeneous and ho-
mogeneous multicores. In addition, this chapter has dened a clear distinction
between the role of the OSCAR compiler and toolchains for accelerators and a
program execution model on the architecture.
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3.1 Introduction
In recent years, homogeneous multicore processors and heterogeneous multicore
processors have attracted much attention due to their excellent characteristic,
higher performance and lower power consumption than single core processors.
However, programmers have to carefully nd out which parts of a program
can be parallelized and decompose the program into tasks manually and schedule
these tasks onto processor cores so as to exploit the full capability of homoge-
neous and heterogeneous multicore processors. Specically, programmers parallize
the program by using pthread and OpenMP[Opec] for shared memory multicore
processors, Message Passing Interface(MPI)[sta] for distributed memory multicore
processors, and domain specic languages such as OpenCL[khr] for accelerators.
Programmers often confront with many diculty such as race conditions, dead
locks. Therefore, long software development periods are required even for expert
programmers.
Recent many studies have tried to handle this software development issue. In
terms of homogeneous multicores, many works have been trying to realize an au-
tomatic parallelization. Polaris compiler[EHP98], SUIF compiler[HAA+96], IBM
XL compiler and Intel compiler are an example of automatic parallelizing compil-
ers. However, these parallelizing compilers only exploit the loop level parallelism
and are designed for homogeneous multicores.
In terms of heterogeneous multicores, researchers came up with many solution
so as to facilitate the diculty heterogeneous of parallel programming. For exam-
ple, NVIDIA and Khronos Group introduced CUDA[GGN+08] and OpenCL[khr].
Also, PGI accelerator compiler[Wol10] and HMPP[DBB07] provides a high-level
programming model for accelerators. However, these works focus on facilitating
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the development for accelerators. Programmers need to distribute tasks among
general-purpose processors and accelerator cores by hand. In terms of workload
distribution, Qilin[LHK09] automatically decides which task should be executed on
a general-purpose processor or an accelerator at runtime. However, programmers
still need to parallelize a program by hand. While these works rely on program-
mers' skills, CellSs[BPBL09] performs an automatic parallelization of a subset of
sequential C program with data ow annotations on CELL BE. CellSs automat-
ically schedules tasks onto processor elements at runtime. The task scheduler of
CellSs, however, is implemented as a homogeneous task scheduler, namely the
scheduler is executed on PPE and just distributes tasks among SPEs.
In the light of above facts, further explorations are needed since it is the respon-
sibility of programmers to parallelize a program and to optimize a data transfer
and a power consumption for heterogeneous multicores.
The goal is to realize a fully automatic parallelization of a sequential C or
Fortran77 program for heterogeneous multicores. Unlike conventional paralleliz-
ing compilers, the OSCAR paralleling compiler exploits multi-level parallelism
for homogeneous multicores such as SMP servers and real-time multicores[KOI00,
KMM+09, MOKK10]. The OSCAR compiler realizes automatic parallelization of
programs written in Fortran77 or Parallelizable C, a kind of C programming style
for parallelizing compiler, and power reduction with the support of both the OS-
CAR compiler and OSCAR API(Application Program Interface)[kas], which sup-
ports partioned global address space(PGAS) including local memory, distributed
shared memory centrized shared memory, DMA controller. This thesis realizes an
automatic parallization and a power reduction for the generic architecture dened
in Chapter 2.
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Figure 3.1: Compilation ow of the proposed framework
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 provides the compi-
lation ow based on the OSCAR compiler and toolchains for accelerators. Section
3.3 explains the hint directives for the OSCAR compiler. Section 3.4 describes the
OSCAR compiler. Section 3.5 describles OSCAR API. Section 3.7 concludes this
chapter.
3.2 Compilation ow
Fig.3.1. shows the compilation ow of the proposed OSCAR heterogeneous
compiler framework. The input is a sequential program written in Parallelizable C
or Fortran77 and the output is an executable for a target heterogeneous multicore.
The following describes each step in the proposed compilation ow.
Step 1: Accelerator compilers or programmers insert hint directives immediately
before loops or function calls , which can be executed on the accelerator, in
a sequential program.
Step 2: the OSCAR compiler parallelizes the source program considering with
hint directives: the compiler schedules coarse-grain tasks[WHM+08] to pro-
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cessor or accelerator cores and apply the low power control[KMM+09]. Then,
the compiler generates a parallelized C or Fortran program for general-
purpose processors and accelerator cores by using OSCAR API. At that
time, the compiler generates C source codes as separate les for accelerator
cores. Each le includes functions to be executed on accelerators when a
function is scheduled onto accelerator by the compiler.
Step 3: Each accelerator compiler generates objects for its own target accelerator.
Note that each accelerator compiler also generates both data transfer code
between controller and accelerator, and accelerator invocation code.
Step 4: An API analyzer prepared for each heterogeneous multicore translates
OSCAR APIs into runtime library calls, such as pthread library. After-
wards, an ordinary sequential compiler for each processor from each vender
generates an executable.
It is important that the framework also allows programmers to utilize existing
hand-tuned libraries for the specic accelerator. This paper denes a term \hand-
tuned library" as an accelerator library which includes computation body on the
specic accelerator and both data transfer code between general-purpose proces-
sors and accelerators and accelerator invocation code.
3.3 A hint directive for the OSCAR compiler
This section explains the hint directives for the OSCAR compiler that advice the
OSCAR compiler which parts of the program can be executed by which accelerator
core.
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oscar_hint accelerator_task (accelerator_type) \
cycle(number, [((trans_mode))]) \
[workmem(memory_name, number)] \
[in(list of input variables)] [out(list of output variables)]
new-line
oscar_comment "string" new-line
Figure 3.2: Hint directives for the OSCAR compiler
The list of hint directives is shown in the Fig3.2. Here, parameters enclosed
in \[ ]" can be omitted. The rst one is \accelerator task" directive which in-
dicates specied block(e.g. loop, subroutine, basic block) is able to be executed
on the specied accelerator. \accelerator type" species the name of the acceler-
ator(e.g. GPU, FE-GA[KTT+06]). \cycle" species the number of clock cycles
required for the block on the accelerator. \trans mode" species the device trans-
ferring between general-purpose processors and accelerators(e.g. DMAC, DTU).
If \trans mode" is omitted, the controller performs the data transfer from/to the
accelerator. Note that the cost of a data transfer is included in the number of
clock cycles. Some accelerator compiler might allocate the memory for variables
that are to be used to control the accelerator. \workmem" species the kind of
memory utilized and the size of variables allocated by the accelerator compiler.
\in" and \out" annotate input/output variables of the block. The second one is
\oscar comment" directive. This directive is inserted so that either programmers
or accelerator compilers give a comment to accelerator compiler through the OS-
CAR compiler. This comment is helpful for the accelerator compiler to optimize
the accelerator code. For example, programmers may insert the directive for an
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Figure 3.3: Example of source code with hint directives
accelerator compiler like PGI accelerator compiler.
Fig.3.3. shows an example code. As shown in Fig.3.3., there are two types of hint
directives inserted to a sequential C program, namely \accelerator task" and \os-
car comment". In this example, there are \#pragma oscar hint accelerator task
(ACCa) cycle(1000, ((OSCAR DMAC()))) workmem(OSCAR LDM(), 10)" and
\#pragma oscar hint accelerator task (ACCb) cycle(100, ((OSCAR DTU()))) in(var1,
x[2:11]) out(x[2:11])". In these directives, accelerators represented as \ACCa" and
\ACCb" is able to execute a loop named \loop2" and a function named \func-
tion3", respectively. The hint directive for \loop2" species that \loop2" requires
1000 cycles including the cost of a data transfer performed by DMAC if the loop
is processed by \ACCa". This directive also species that 10 bytes in local data
memory are required in order to control \ACCa". Similarly, for \function3", it
takes 100 cycles including the cost of a data transfer by DTU. Input variables
are scalar variable \var1" and array variable \x" ranging 2 to 11. Also, output
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variable is array variable \x". \oscar comment" directive is inserted so that ei-
ther programmers or accelerator compilers give a comment to accelerator compiler
through the OSCAR compiler.
3.4 OSCAR parallelizing compiler
This section describes the OSCAR compiler. The OSCAR compiler exploits
multi-level parallelism including coarse grain parallelism, loop level parallelism,
and ne grain parallelism. In addition, the OSCAR compiler is the only compiler,
which is able to apply power control to the target architecture, by inserting a
dynamic voltage frequency scaling(DVFS) instruction for power eciency.
3.4.1 Overview of the OSCAR compiler
As shown in Fig.3.4 the OSCAR compiler consists of the three phases: front
end(FE), middle path(MP), and back end(BE). The front end performs lexical
analysis and syntax analysis and generates intermediate representation(IR). The
middle path performs many parallelization and power reduction techniques includ-
ing control ow analysis, data dependency analysis, task generation, task schedul-
ing and generate intermediate representation. The back end generates a binary
for a target machine or a C/Fortran source code with OSCAR API[KMM+09].
Specically, the middle path performs the following scheme:
 Macro-Task Generation
 Exploiting Coarse Grain Parallelism
 Processor Grouping
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Figure 3.4: OSCAR multigrain parallelizing compiler
 Macro-Task Scheduing and Power Reduction
The detail is described in the Section 3.4.2, 3.4.3, 3.4.4, 3.4.5.
3.4.2 Macro-Task generation
The compiler decomposes a program into coarse grain tasks, namely macro-tasks
(MTs), such as basic block (BPA), loop (RB), and function call or subroutine call
(SB).
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Figure 3.5: Hierarchical macro-task denition
Macro-tasks can be hierarchically dened inside each sequential loop, which
can't be parallelized, and a subroutine block as shown in Figure 3.5. Repeating
this macro-task generation hierarchically, a original program is decomposed into
nested macro-tasks as in Figure 3.5.
3.4.3 Exploiting coarse grain parallelism
After generation of macro-tasks, data dependencies and control ow among
macro-tasks are analyzed in each nested layer, and hierarchical macro-ow graphs
(MFGs) representing control ow and data dependencies among macro-tasks are
generated as shown in Figure 3.6(a)[HIK90, KHM+91, Kas03]. In this gure, nodes
represent macro-tasks, solid edges represent data dependencies among macro-tasks
and dotted edges represent control ow. A small circle inside a node represents a
conditional branch.
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Figure 3.6: Macro-ow graph and macro-task graph
Next, to extract coarse grain task parallelism among macro-tasks, Earliest Exe-
cutable Condition analysis [HIK90, KHM+91, Kas03, KHIH90, KHN90] is applied
to each macro-ow graph. It analyzes control dependencies and data dependen-
cies among macro-tasks simultaneously and determines the conditions on which
macro-tasks may begin their execution earliest. By this analysis, a macro-task
graph (MTG) [HIK90, KHM+91, Kas03, KHIH90] is generated for each macro-ow
graph. This graph represents coarse grain task parallelism among macro-tasks.
Here, nodes in a macro-task graph are macro-tasks, a small circle is conditional
branch and solid edges represent data dependencies. Dotted edges represent ex-
tended control dependencies. Extended control dependency means an ordinary
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control dependency and the condition on which a data dependent predecessor
macro-task is not executed. A solid arc represents that edges connected by the arc
are in AND relationship. A dotted arc represents that edges connected by the arc
are in OR relation ship.
For example, the earliest executable condition of macro-task 6 in Figure 3.6(b)
is \the conditional branch of macro-task 2 jumps to macro-task 4 or the execution
of macro-task 3 is nished."
When the compiler cannot analyze the input source for some reason, like hand-
tuned accelerator library call, \in/out" clause of \accelerator task" gives the data
dependency information to the OSCAR compiler. Then, the compiler calculates
the cost of MT and nds the layer which is expected to apply coarse-grain parallel
processing most eectively. \cycle" clause of \accelerator task" tells the cost of
accelerator execution to the compiler.
3.4.4 Processor grouping
The OSCAR compiler logically divides given processors into processor group(PG)
in order to execute hierarchical macro-task graphs eciently. A processor group
consists of processor elements(PE), which are equivalent to physical general-purpose
processors. A coarse grain task(MT) is assigned to processor group. On the other
hand, a loop iteration and a near ne grain task are assigned to a processor ele-
ment. Processor grouping is applied recursively so as to exploit the many kinds
of parallelism in a whole program. That is why the OSCAR compiler realizes the
multi grain parallel processing. Because the number of accelerators are normally
fewer than the number of general-purpose processors, accelerators are independent
from the processor grouping. In other words, macro task in any layer is assigned
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Figure 3.7: Processor Grouping on Heterogeneous Multicores
to accelerators.
Fig.3.7 shows an example of processor grouping for the architecture which inte-
grates four general-purpose processors, two dynamically recongurable processors
and two digital signal processors. As shown in Fig.3.7, general-purpose proces-
sors are divided into two processor groups(PG1 0 and PG1 1) in the rst layer,
which means each processor group has two processor elements. In the second layer,
PG1 0 is divided into two processor groups(PG1 2 0 and PG1 2 1) in order to per-
form coarse grain parallel processing. On the other hand, PG1 1 is not divided
into new processor group because there are loop level or ne grain parallelism.
3.4.5 Macro-Task scheduling and power reduction
The task scheduler of the compiler statically schedules macro-tasks to each
core[WHM+08].
The scheduling algorithm are the following[WHM+08].
Step 1. Preparation.
Step 1-1. Calculate the cost of macro-task on a general-purpose processor
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Figure 3.8: An Example of Task Scheduling Result
and each accelerator.
Step 1-2. Calculate the critical path length as the scheduling priority.
Step 2. Initialization.
Step 2-1. Set the scheduling time to zero.
Step 2-2. Add the 1st layer macro-task graph to the list of macro-task
graphs which is under scheduling process.
Step 3. Get ready macro-tasks from the list in Step 2-2. Ready tasks satisfy
earliest executable condition[KHM+91] at current scheduling time. If there
is no ready Macro-Task, then go to Step 8.
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Step 4. Select a macro-task to be scheduled from the ready macro-tasks according
to the priorities.
Step 5. Estimate execution completion time of the macro-task on
 each general-purpose processor which is free at current scheduling time
 each accelerator which can execute the macro-task
Step 6. Assign the macro-task to a general-purpose processor or an accelerator
which gives the earliest completion time.
Step 7. If the assigned macro-task has macro-task graphs to be applied coarse
grain parallel processing inside, add it to the list in Step 2-2.
Step 8. Updating the scheduling time.
Step 8-1. Update the scheduling time until the time when a macro-task is
completed next.
Step 8-2. If there is a macro-task graph that all of the Macro-Tasks inside
have been completed at the updated scheduling time, remove it from
the list in Step 2-2.
Step 8-3. If all of the macro-tasks are completed, then exit. If not, then go
to Step 3.
Fig.3.8. shows an example of heterogeneous task scheduling result. First the
scheduler gets ready macro-tasks from MTG(MT1 in Fig.3.8 in initial state).
Ready tasks satisfy earliest executable condition[KHM+91]. Then, the scheduler
selects a macro-task to be scheduled from the ready macro-tasks and schedules the
macro-task onto general-purpose processor or accelerator considering data transfer
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Figure 3.9: Power control by compiler
overhead, according to the priorities, namely CP length. The scheduler performs
above sequences until all macro-tasks are scheduled. Note that a task for an ac-
celerator is not always assigned to the accelerator. At this case, the task may be
assigned to general-purpose processor to minimize total execution time.
After task scheduling, the compiler tries to minimize total power consumption
by changing frequency and voltage(DVFS) or shutting power down the core during
the idle time considering transition time[SOW+07]. The OSCAR compiler assumes
a target architecture has the following properties:
 Frequency of each processor can be changed in several levels such as FULL,
MID and LOW
 Voltage can be changed with Frequency
 Each processor can be powered on and o individually
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 Frequency, voltage and power status can be changed by software, which
means the OSCAR compiler controls frequency voltage control register shown
in Fig.2.1
As shown in Fig.3.9, there are two modes for compiler-controlled power saving.
The rst one is called \Fastest Execution Mode" and the compiler determines
suitable voltage and frequency for a task which does not belong to critical path
in this mode. In this example, there is an idle time after MT1 execution on
CPU0. The OSCAR compiler applies \FV Control" or \Power Control" for the
idle time. \FV Control" means MT1 is executed in LOW mode. On the other
hands, \Power Control" means CPU0 is powered o after MT1 nishes in order to
avoid leakage power dissipation. The OSCAR compiler selects the best control to
minimize power consumption. The second one is called \Deadline mode for real
time execution" and the compiler determines suitable voltage and frequency for
each macro-task based on the result of static task assignment in order to satisfy the
deadline for real-time execution. The OSCAR compiler also applies \FV Control"
or \Power Control" and selects the best control. In Fig.3.9., FULL is 648MHz,
MID is 324MHz, and LOW is 162MHz respectively. Each of which is applicable
in RP-X processor described in Section 4.
Finally, the compiler generates parallelized C or Fortran program with OSCAR
API. The OSCAR compiler generates the function which includes original source
for accelerator. Generation of data transfer codes and accelerator invocation code
is responsible for accelerator compiler.
The OSCAR compiler uses processor congurations, such as number of cores,
cache or local memory size, available power control mechanisms, and so on. This
information is provided by compiler options.
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Figure 3.10: Compilation ow of OSCAR API
3.5 OSCAR API
This section describes OSCAR API in detail.
3.5.1 Overview of OSCAR API
This subsection describes an overview of OSCAR API. Fig.3.10 shows a brief
overview of the compilation ow using OSCAR API. As described in Section 3.2,
The OSCAR compiler generates the parallelized Fortran or C program with OS-
CAR API and API analyzer translates OSCAR APIs into runtime library calls,
such as pthread library. Afterwards, an sequential compiler generates an exe-
cutable. That's why OSCAR API is multiplatform multicore API. Fig.3.11 shows
the list of OSCAR API. OSCAR API consists of parallel execution APIs, memory
mapping APIs, data transfer APIs, power control APIs, synchronization APIs,
timer APIs, cache control APIs and accelerator APIs. Note that the notation
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Figure 3.11: API List of OSCAR API 2.0
described in Section 2.2.1 for specifying modules in the target architecture.
Parallel execution API
Parallel execution APIs support thread creation and mutual exclusion by us-
ing \parallel sections" API, \ush" API, \critical" API on the target platform.
All API except \execution" API derived from OpenMP. \execution" API means
specied function is executed by the specied VC.
Memory mapping API
Memory mapping APIs enable the OSCAR compiler to map variables and arrays
to specied memory. \threadprivate" API, \distributedshared" API, \onchip-
shared" API map specied variables and arrays to a local memory, distributed
shared memory, and on-chip centralized shared memory respectively.
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Data transfer API
The OSCAR compiler also inserts codes which perform data transfer by using
data transfer unit. \dma contiguous parameter" API for a contiguous transfer and
\dma stride parameter" API for a stride transfer means a data transfer among
processors and memories. These APIs are enclosed by \dma tranfer" API, The
completion of the transfer is to be notied and checked by using \dma ag check"
and \dma ag send".
Power control API
Frequency and voltage of chip can be changed and monitered by using \fvcon-
trol" and \get fvstatus". For example, \#pragma fvcontrol (0, 0, OSCAR ENTIRECORE,
-1)" turn o VC0 in Chip0.
Synchronization API
Synchronization API realizes hardware-supported barrier synchronization for
low-latency synchronization. \groupbarrier" API performs hardware barrier syn-
chronization among specied VCs.
Timer API
Timer API provides an interface of timer unit. \get current time" API returns
current timestep in the architecture. The returned timer value is usually used for
real-time execution.
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Cache control API
Cache control APIs supports non-coherent cache architechtures which do not
have hardware supported cache coherent mechanism such as RP-2[IHY+08], RP-
X[YIK+10] and Rigel[KJJ+09]. \cache writeback" API writes back a cache line of
specied variable. \cache selnvalidate" API invalidates a cache line of specied
variable. \complete memop" API ensures the completion of a memory operation.
Accelerator API
Accelerator API provides an interface between the OSCAR compiler and accel-
erator compilers. The detail is described in Section 3.5.2.
3.5.2 The Extension of OSCAR API for heterogeneous
multicores
This subsection describes API extension for heterogeneous multicores to be the
output of the OSCAR compiler. Thee extension is very simple. Only one direc-
tive \accelerator task entry" is added to OSCAR API. This directive species the
function's name where general-purpose processor invokes an accelerator.
Let us consider an example where the compiler parallelizes the program in
Fig.3.3. We assume a target multicore includes two general-purpose processors,
one ACCa as an accelerator with its controller and one ACCb as an accelerator
without its controller. One of general-purpose processors, namely CPU1, is used
as controller for ACCb in this case. Fig.3.12. shows as example of the parallelized
C code with OSCAR heterogeneous directive generated by the OSCAR compiler.
As shown in Fig.3.12., functions named \MAIN CPU0()", \MAIN CPU1()" and
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Figure 3.12: Example of parallelized source code with OSCAR API
\MAIN CPU2()" are invoked in omp parallel sections. These functions are ex-
ecuted on general-purpose processors. In addition, hand-tuned library \oscar-
task CTRL1 call FFT()" executed on ACCa is called by controller \MAIN CPU1()".
\MAIN CPU2" also calls kernel function \oscartask CTRL2 call loop2()" exe-
cuted on ACCb. \accelerator task entry" directive species these two functions.
\controller" clause of the directive species id of general-purpose CPU which con-
trols the accelerator. Note that there exist \oscar comment" directives at same
place shown in Fig.3.3.. \oscar comment" directives may be used to give accelera-
tor specic directives, such as PGI accelerator directives, to accelerator compilers.
Afterwards, accelerator compilers generates the source code for the controller and
objects for the accelerator, interpreting these directives.
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Recent many studies have tried to realize an automatic parallelization.
In terms of homogeneous multicores, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Polaris compiler[EHP98] exploits loop level parallelism by using symbolic analysis,
array privatization, interprocedual analysis. Stanford University SUIF compiler[HAA+96]
exploits loop level parallelism and performs an optimization for data locality by
using unimodular transform and ane partitioning[WL91, LCL99]. IBM XL com-
piler and Intel compiler also exploits loop level parallelism. However, these paral-
lelizing compilers only exploit the loop level parallism and are designed for homoge-
neous multicores. Universitat Politecnica de Catalunya NANOS compiler[GMO+00]
exploits multi-level parallelism from Fortran program. Waseda University OSCAR
compiler also exploits multi-level parallelism from C or Fortran program[KOI00,
KMM+09, MOKK10].
In terms of heterogeneous multicores, researchers came up with many solution so
as to facilitate the diculty heterogeneous of parallel programming. A core assign-
ment strategy for Single-ISA heterogeneous multicore processsor is proposed to im-
prove performance eciency[KTR+04]. NVIDIA and Khronos Group introduced
CUDA[GGN+08] and OpenCL[khr], a programming model for GPGPU. Program-
mers develop a program for accelerator by using these special-purpose languages.
On the other hand, PGI accelerator compiler[Wol10] and CAPS HMPP[DBB07]
compiler PGI, Cray, NVIDIA, and CAPS OpenACC[Opea] provide a high-level
programming model for accelerators, which means that these compiler generates
an accelerator binary from a C or Fortran program with annotation directives.
FE-GA compiler[HWW+11] also generates an accelerator binary from a C pro-
gram without any annotation. OmpSs[FPB+11] proposes OpenMP extensions to
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deal with GPGPU. EXOCHI[WCC+07] provides a programming model that facil-
itates heterogeneous programming by extending OpenMP pragmas. Merge, which
extends EXOCHI, also provides a programming model and dynamically chooses
function-intrinsics for each processor to utilize all available heterogeneous proces-
sors. Qilin[LHK09] automatically decides which task should be executed on a
general-purpose processor or an accelerator at runtime. CIGAR[KGM+07] allows
programmer to map an application into CPU/FPGA platform by using proling.
CellSs[BPBL09] performs an automatic parallelization of a subset of sequential
C program with data ow annotations on CELL BE. CellSs automatically sched-
ules tasks onto processor elements at runtime. PEPPHER[BPT+11] provides the
variant-based programming model and realize performance portability across ar-
chitecture. StarPU[ATNW11] provides a task abstraction called \codelet" and
schedules these codelet onto heterogeneous multicore as eciently as possible.
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3.7 Conclusion
This chapter has described the proposed framework including the OSCAR auto-
matic parallelizing compiler, an accelerator compiler, and API analyzer and inter-
faces among them. The input of the framework is a sequential program written in
Parallelizable C, a kind of C programming style for parallelizing compiler, or For-
tran77 and the output is an executable for a target heterogeneous and homogeneous
multicore. The compilation ow consists of 4 steps. First of all, accelerator com-
pilers or programmers insert hint directives immediately before loops or function
calls, which can be executed on the accelerator, in a sequential program. Then, the
OSCAR compiler parallelizes the source program considering with hint directives.
The compiler automatically performs (1) decomposition of a program into tasks,
(2) scheduling these tasks onto general processors and accelerators by inserting
synchronization, (3) data transfer, and (4) power control codes which controls the
frequency and the voltage of the chip. After that, the compiler generates a paral-
lelized C or Fortran program for general-purpose processors and accelerator cores
by using OSCAR API, multicore application program interface (API) including
thread APIs, memory mapping APIs, data transfer APIs and power control APIs.
At that time, the compiler generates C or Fortran source codes as separate les for
accelerator cores. Each le includes functions to be executed on accelerators when
a function is scheduled onto accelerator by the OSCAR compiler. Afterwards,
each accelerator compiler generates objects for its own target accelerator. Finally,
an API analyzer prepared for each heterogeneous multicore translates OSCAR
APIs into runtime library calls, such as pthread library. Afterwards, an ordinary
sequential compiler for each processor from each vender generates an executable.
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4.1 Introduction
Multimedia applications such as audio encoding/decoding, movie encoding/decoding,
and image processing have been used for car navigation systems, cell phones, digi-
tal televisions in recent years. Furthermore, these applications have to be executed
immediately with low power.
Heterogeneous multicore is greatly good platform due to its characteristic, higher
performance and lower power consumption by utlizing accelerators.
The OSCAR compiler automatically parallelizes a C or Fortran program and
applies power control for heterogeneous multicores as described in Chapter 2 and
Chapter 3. This Chapter evaluates the performance of the proposed framework
on 15 core heterogeneous multicore RP-X[YIK+10] using media applications.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 explains the RP-X
processor. Section 4.3 describes the details of evaluated applications. Section 4.4
evaluates the processing performance on the RP-X processor. Section 4.5 evaluates
the power consumption on the RP-X processor. Section 4.6 concludes this chapter.
4.2 RP-X heterogeneous multicore for consumer
electronics
This section describes the RP-X processor. The RP-X processor is composed
of eight 648MHz SH-4A general-purpose processor cores and four 324MHz FE-
GA accelerator cores, the other dedicated hardware IP such as matrix processor
\MX-2" and video processing unit \VPU5", as shown in Fig.4.1.. Each SH-4A
core consists of a 32KB instruction cache, a 32KB data cache, a 16KB local in-
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Figure 4.1: RP-X heterogeneous multicore for consumer electronics
Table 4.1: Frequency Voltage Status in SH-4A
Frequency Voltage
FULL 648MHz 1.3V
MID 324MHz 1.1V
LOW 162MHz 1.0V
VLOW 81MHz 1.0V
struction/data memory(ILM and DLM in Fig.4.1.), a 64KB distributed shared
memory(URAM in Fig.4.1) and a data transfer unit. Furthermore, FE-GA is used
as an accelerator without controller because FE-GA is directly connected with
on-chip interconnection network named \SHwy#1", a split transaction bus. With
regard to the power reduction control mechanism of RP-X, DVFS and clock gating
for each SH-4A core can be controlled independently using special power control
register by a user. This hardware mechanism is low overhead, for example fre-
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quency change needs a few clocks. Table 4.1 shows the frequency voltage status
in SH-4A. As shown in Table 4.1, \FULL", \MID", \LOW", and \VLOW" means
648MHz on 1.3V, 324MHz on 1.1V, 162MHz on 1.0V, 81MHz on 1.0V respectively.
DVFS for FE-GAs cannot be applicable.
This paper evaluates both generating the object code by accelerator compiler
and using the hand-tuned library on RP-X processor.
4.3 Evaluated media applications
This section explains the detail of the evaluated media application. AAC en-
coding program, optical ow from OpenCV[opeb], optical ow from Hitach Ltd
and Tohoku university are used for the evaluation.
4.3.1 AAC encoding
AAC encoding program is based on the AAC-LC encode program provided by
Renesas Technology and Hitachi Ltd. The algorithm is a type of an audio com-
pression system. The input is a PCM le and the output is a compressed AAC
format le. The program is modied in Parallelizable C[MOKK10].
Fig.4.2 shows the program structure of the AAC encoder. As shown in Fig.4.2,
this program consists of lter bank, midside(MS) stereo, quantization and human
coding. These processes are applied to each frame.
The OSCAR compiler parallelizes the main loop which encodes a frame. The
hand-tuned library for lter bank, MS stereo and quantization is used for FE-GA.
Data transfer between SH-4A and FE-GA is performed by DTU via distributed
shared memory.
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Figure 4.2: Program Structure of the AAC Encoder
4.3.2 Optical ow(OpenCV)
Optical ow program is from OpenCV[opeb]. The algorithm is a type of an
object tracking system. The input is two images and the output is a velocity eld
between two images . The program is modied in Parallelizable C[MOKK10].
Fig.4.3 shows the program structure of the optical ow. The algorithm divides
a image into small block. Then for every block in the rst image the algorithm
tries to nd a block of the same size in the second image that is most similar to
the block in the rst image[Cor].
The block size is 16x16 pixels and sum of absolute dierence calculation(SAD
calculation) is used for comparing simirality between two blocks. Amount of block
shifting is 16 pixel.
The OSCAR compiler parallelizes the loop for Y-direction in searching block. In
addition, FE-GA compiler developed by Hitachi analyzed that SAD calculation,
which occupies a large part of the program execution time, is to be executed
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Figure 4.3: Program Structure of the Optical Flow(OpenCV)
on FE-GA. As described in Chapter 3, FE-GA compiler automatically inserts
the hint directives to the C program. The OSCAR compiler generates parallel
C program with OSCAR API. The parallel program is translated into parallel
executable binary by using API analyzer which translates the directives to library
calls and sequential compiler and FE-GA compiler translates the program parts
in the accelerator les to FE-GA binary. Input images are two 320x352 bitmap
images. Data transfer between SH-4A and FE-GA is performed by SH-4A via data
cache.
4.3.3 Optical ow(Hand-tuned)
Another Optical ow program is developed by Hitachi Ltd and Tohoku Uni-
versity. As described in the previous subsection, the algorithm is a type of an
object tracking system. The dierence between OpenCV version and this version
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Figure 4.4: Program Structure of the Optical Flow(Hand-tuned)
is (1) the input is sequence of images, (2) amount of block shifting is 1 pixel. The
program is modied in Parallelizable C[MOKK10].
Fig.4.4 shows the program structure of the optical ow. As shown in Fig.4.4,
for a sequence of images the algorithm calculates the optical ow. The block size
is 16x16 pixels and sum of absolute dierence calculation(SAD calculation) is also
used for comparing simirality between two blocks.
The OSCAR compiler parallelizes the same loop, which is shown in the previous
subsection. The hand-tuned library, which executes 81 SAD functions in parallel, is
used for FE-GA. The hint directives are inserted to the parallelizable C program by
the programmer. The OSCAR compiler generates parallel C program with OSCAR
API or directives for these library function calls. The directives in the parallel
program is translated to library calls by using API analyzer. Then, sequential
compiler generates the executables linking with hand-tuned library for SAD. Input
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Figure 4.5: Performance by The OSCAR compiler and FE-GA Compiler(Optical
Flow)
image size, number of frames and block size is 352x240, 450, 16x16, respectively.
Data transfer between SH-4A and FE-GA is performed by SH-4A via data cache.
4.4 Performance evaluation
4.4.1 Performance by The OSCAR compiler with acceler-
ator compiler
Fig.4.5. shows parallel processing performance of the optical ow on RP-X.
The horizontal axis shows the processor congurations. For example, 8SH+4FE
represents for the conguration with eight SH-4A general-purpose cores and four
FE-GA accelerator cores. The vertical axis shows the speedup against the sequen-
tial execution by a SH-4A core. As shown in Fig.4.5, the proposed compilation
framework achieves speedups of up to 12.36x with 8SH+4FE.
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Figure 4.6: Performance by The OSCAR compiler and Hand-tuned Li-
brary(Optical Flow)
4.4.2 Performance by The OSCAR compiler with hand-
tuned library
Fig.4.6 shows parallel processing performance of the optical ow at RP-X. The
horizontal axis shows the processor congurations. For example, 8SH+4FE repre-
sents for the conguration with eight SH-4A general-purpose cores and four FE-GA
accelerator cores. The vertical axis shows the speedup against the sequential ex-
ecution by a SH-4A core. As shown in Fig.4.6, the proposed framework achieved
speedups of up to 32.65x with 8SH+4FE.
Fig.4.7. shows parallel processing performance of the AAC at RP-X. As shown in
Fig.4.7, the proposed framework achieved speedups of up to 16.08x with 8SH+4FE.
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Figure 4.7: Performance by The OSCAR compiler and Hand-tuned Library(AAC)
4.5 Power consumption evaluation
This section evaluates a power consumption by using optical ow and AAC en-
coding for real-time execution on RP-X. Fig.4.8 shows the power reduction by The
OSCAR compiler's power control, under the condition satisfying the deadline. The
deadline of the optical ow is set to 33ms for each frame processing so that stan-
dard 30 [frames/sec] for moving picture processing can be achieved. The minimum
number of cores required for the deadline satisfaction of optical ow calculation
is 2SH+1FE. As shown in Fig.4.8, OSCAR heterogeneous multicore compiler re-
duces from 65% to 75% of power consumption for each processor conguration.
Although power consumption is increased by the augmentation of processor core,
the proposed framework reduces the power consumption.
Fig.4.9 shows the waveforms of power consumption in the case of optical ow
using 8SH+4FE. The horizontal axis and the vertical axis show elapsed time and
a power consumption, respectively. In the Fig.4.9, the arrow shows a processing
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Figure 4.8: Power reduction by The OSCAR compiler's power control (Optical
Flow)
period for one frame, or 33ms. In the case of applying power control(shown in
Fig.4.9. b), each core executes the calculation by changing the frequency and
the voltage on a chip. As a result, the consumed power ranges 0.3 to 0.7[W] by
the OSCAR compiler's power control. On the contrary, in the case of applying
no power control(shown in Fig.4.9. a), the consumed power ranges 2.25[W] to
1.75[W].
Fig.4.10 shows the summary of frequency and voltage status for optical ow
calculation with 8SH+4FE. In this gure, FULL is 648MHz with 1.3V, MID is
324MHz with 1.1V, and LOW is 162MHz with 1.0V. Each box labeled \MID" and
\timer" \Sleep" represents macro-task. As shown in Fig.4.10., four SAD tasks
are assigned to each FE-GA, and the tasks are executed at MID. All SH-4A core
except \CPU0" is shutdown until the deadline comes. \CPU0" executes \timer"
task for satisfying the deadline. In other words, \CPU0" boot up other SH-4A
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Figure 4.9: Waveforms of Power Consumption(Optical Flow)
cores when the program execution reaches the deadline. Note that FE-GA core is
not shutdown after task execution because DVFS is only applicable.
For AAC program, an audio stream is processed per frame. The deadline of
AAC is set to encode 1 [sec] audio data within 1 [sec]. Fig.4.11 shows the wave-
forms of power consumption in the case of AAC using 8SH+4FE. In the case of
applying power control(shown in Fig.4.11. b)), each core executes the calculation
by changing the frequency and the voltage on a chip. As a result, the consumed
power ranges 0.4 to 0.55[W]. On the contrary, in the case of applying no power
control(shown in Fig.4.11. a), the consumed power ranges 1.9[W] to 3.1[W]. In
summary, the proposed framework realizes the automatically power reduction of
heterogeneous multicore for several applications.
4.6 Conclusion
This chapter has described parallel processing schemes for the motion-tracking
algorithm called optical ow and the audio encoder called advanced audio codec
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Figure 4.10: Power Control for 8SH+4FE(Optical Flow)
(AAC) encoder. This chapter also has evaluated the processing performance and
the power reduction by the proposed framework on the RP-X heterogeneous mul-
ticore, which integrates eight general-purpose processor cores, or SH4A, and three
kinds of accelerators including dynamically recongurable processor (DRP) accel-
erators, or FE-GA. The RP-X is developed by Renesas, Hitachi, Tokyo Institute of
Technology and Waseda University . As a result, the framework attains speedups
of 32.6 times with eight SH-4A cores and four FE-GA cores, 18.8 times with two
SH-4A cores and one FE-GA core, 5.4 times with eight SH-4A cores against se-
quential execution by a single SH4A core and 70% of power reduction for the
optical ow on the RP-X. The proposed framework has realized an automatic
parallelization for various processor congurations.
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Chapter 5 A Parallel Processing Scheme for Dose Calculation
5.1 Introduction
Cancer is the primary cause of a person's death in Japan. One in three people
died of cancer according to an investigation by the Ministry of Health, Labor and
Welfare. Recently, there has been a growing interest in heavy particle radiotherapy
due to its excellent recovery rate. This is because heavy particle radiotherapy is
capable of giving much more damage to abnormal cells and less damage to normal
cells than conventional X-ray radiotherapy. Many hospitals, from the National In-
stitute of Radiological Sciences (NIRS) perform this treatment in Japan. Because
the aected area depends on a patient, a doctor must perform dose calculation,
which calculates optimal angle of beam and quantity of irradiance, by using com-
puter in advance. This calculation performs 3-D physical simulations, which is
called \Dose calculation engine". It is necessary to repeat the dose calculation in
order to maximize the eect of the therapy during the planning process. However,
the dose calculation is time consuming, which means that only a small number of
patients is treated.
From a computer science points of view, multicore processors have attracted
much attention over years in order to attain high performance with low power
consumption. Multicore processors must be able to execute the dose calculation in
shorter time by parallelization. However, a parallel programming is greatly dicult
because a programmer have to decompose a program into tasks, and schedule these
tasks onto processor elements by inserting synchronization and data transfer codes.
In previous work, manual parallelization only achieves 2.8 times speedup by using
eight general-purpose processors[YA10]. It is essential to achieve good speedups
with the increase of general-purpose processors.
As described in Chapter 3, the OSCAR compiler is able to parallelize a Fortran
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Figure 5.1: Dose Calculation using pencil beam algorithm
77 or Parallelizable C, a kind of programming style of C language, and automat-
ically generates a parallelized program for various kinds of multicore including
homogeneous and heterogeneous multcores.
This chapter proposes a parallel processing scheme of the dose calculation, and
evaluates a performance of automatically parallelized dose calculation program
on SMP servers by using OSCAR API. The rest of the chapter is organized as
follows: Section 5.2 describes an overview of the dose calculation. Section 5.3
proposes a parallel processing scheme of the dose calculation. Section 5.4 evaluates
a performance on several SMP servers. Section 5.5 conclude this chapter.
5.2 Overview of dose calculation
This section describes an overview of the dose calculation engine and prole
result of the dose calculation.
The calculation engine is developed by National Institute of Radiological Sci-
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Figure 5.2: Scatter Calculation
ences (NIRS) and Mitsubishi Electric Corporation[YAT+10, TAS+10]. The dose
calculation engine realizes accurate dose calculation using an algorithm which sim-
ulates a natural phenomenon such as scatter in addition to a dose calculation
algorithm called pencil beam methodology.
The calculation engine calculates quantity of dose for each 3-D voxel. The input
are 3-D computerizing tomograph(CT) images and an outline of the cancer aected
area. The output is quantity of dose for each voxel. Although an original program
is written C++ language, the calculation engine is written in Parallelicable C.
The calculation engine consists of initialization, dose calculation, scatter calcu-
lation and modify calculation. The algorithms are the following:
step 1: An initialization of data
Allocate arrays which correspond to voxels. Each element of arrays is ini-
tialized to zero.
step 2: Dose Calculation using Pencil Beam Methodology
Fig.5.1 shows an image of the dose calculation. Particle beams which irradi-
ates to a patient are expressed in the composition of small pencil beam. In
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for (the number of pencil beams)
for (the number of passed voxels) {
// Dose Calculation
dose = dcalc();
Voxel1[xyz] += dose;
}
Figure 5.3: The Dose Calculation
Fig.5.1, \Voxels" and \Pencil Beams" are 3-D voxel arrays and pencil beams
respectively.
The pseudo code in Fig.5.3 shows that for each voxel and pencil beam the
value calculated by function called\dcalc" is added to array called \Voxel1".
In this code, \Voxel1" represents the voxel array, \xyz" indicates one voxel
in the voxel array.
step 3: Scatter Calculation Fig.5.2 shows an image of scatter calculation. quan-
tity of scatter values which inuences on neighbor voxels are added to voxel
arrays calculated in the previous step.
Scatter phenomenon inuences on all axes and the scattered value depends
on a quantity of dose in a voxel.
Fig.5.2 shows a pencil beam inuences upon neighbor cell.
The pseudo code in Fig.5.4 shows that for each voxel the scattered value
calculated by function called \scalc" is added to array called \Voxel2". In
this code, \xyz" indicates one voxel in the voxel array.
step 4: Modify Calculation
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for (Z-Axis)
for (Y-Axis)
for (X-Axis) {
scatter = scalc(Voxel1);
for (neighbor voxels) {
// scatter is added to Voxel2
Voxel2[xyz] += scatter;
}
}
Figure 5.4: The Scatter Calculation
Modify calculation performs modication of dose values.
Fig.5.5 shows a prole result of the calculation engine on Intel Xeon processor
and IBM Power 7 processor. The parameter of these processors are described in
Section 5.4.
As shown in Fig.5.5, the dose calculation occupies 90% time of a whole execution
time on both processors. The scatter calculation is second in the execution time.
\The others" in Fig.5.5 means percentage of initialization and modication part.
5.3 Enhancing parallelism
This section proposes a parallel processing scheme of the dose calculation and
apply a tuning in order to improve a parallelism of the dose calculation.
The dose calculation is consists of an initialization, dose calculation, scatter
calculation and modify calculation as described in the previous section. This
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Figure 5.5: Prole results on Intel/IBM processor
section explores a possibility of enhancing parallelism in terms of a code rewriting
because the original code can limit the potential parallelism without any change.
Each of the following sections explains the code rewriting details for each step.
5.3.1 Dose calculation
In the dose calculation, it is essential to exploit the beam level parallelism be-
cause the number of beams is a large number.
However, because transit area of each beam interferes with each other and the
subscript of the accessed array is not available at compile-time due to an indirect
array access, exploiting the parallelism of the dose calculation is dicult. To
expands the dimension of voxel arrays can enhance the parallelism of the loop. In
other words, each processor calculates the dose value from a part of given pencil
beams in parallel. This rewriting causes a side eect, which means that each
array calculated in parallel has to be accumulated to one array. The code which
accumulates each array is moved to the scatter calculation. The pseudo code in
Fig.5.6 shows that parallelizable version of the dose calculation.
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/* parallelizable loop */
for (p = 0; p < nCPUs; p++)
for (the number of pencil beams/nCPUs)
for (the number of passed voxels) {
// Dose calculation
dose = dcalc();
Voxel1[xyz][p] += dose;
}
Figure 5.6: The Parallelizable Dose Calculation
In this code , \nCPUs" means the number of processors, \p" means the ID
of each processor. This rewriting allow the compiler to exploit the loop level
parallelism in the outer most loop because transit area of pencil beams calculated
by each processor does not interfere.
5.3.2 Scatter calculation
Scatter calculation calculates an inuence on neighbor voxels depending on
amount of the dose value.
However, the subscript of the accessed array is not available at compile-time be-
cause an inuenced voxel cannot be identied statically. Exploiting the parallelism
of the scatter calculation is dicult.
To expands the dimension of voxel arrays also can enhance the parallelism of
the loop as described in the previous subsection. The pseudo code Fig.5.7 shows
that parallelizable version of the scatter calculation.
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/* parallelizable loop */
for (p = 0; p < nCPUs; p++)
for (Z-Axis/nCPUs)
for (Y-Axis)
for (X-Axis) {
for (q = 0; q < nCPUs; q++) {
Voxel1_1[xyz] += Volel1[xyz][q];
}
scatter = scalc(Voxel1_1);
for (nrighbor voxels) {
// scatter is added to Voxel2
Voxel2[xyz] += scatter;
}
}
Figure 5.7: The Parallelizable Scatter Calculation
In this code, \q" indicates the 1-D array for each processor from the expanded
2-D array, \Voxel1 1" means the array to which each 1-D is accumulated, and
\Voxel2" means represent the voxel array.
This rewriting allow the compiler to exploit the loop level parallelism in the
outer most Z-Axis loop because the scatter inuence calculated by each processor
does not interfere. In other words, each processor calculates the scatter value to
neighbor voxels in parallel.
This rewriting also causes a side eect, which means that each array calculated
in parallel has to be accumulated to one array. The code in Fig.5.8 accumulates
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/* parallelizable loop */
for (p = 0; p < nCPUs; p++) {
for (all voxel/nCPUs) {
Voxel3[xyz] += Voxel2[p][xyz];
}
}
Figure 5.8: The Accumulation Calculation
each array.
5.3.3 Initialization
In the initialization, arrays which corresponds to voxels is allocated by using
\malloc" function and are initialized to zero by using for-loop. \malloc" function
is changed to static allocation in order to avoid an overhead of \malloc" function
including heap-locking cost and initialization cost as described in Section 5.3.5.
5.3.4 Modication
The modication calculation modies the value depending on the result of the
scatter calculation.
However, this part is not parallelized because the percentage of the modication
part is less than 0.15% in both Intel and IBM processor as shown in Fig.5.5.
A parallelization of this part is needed when 512 or more CPUs are used theo-
retically. In detail, if using 512 CPUs achieves 512 times speedups of the dose and
the scatter calculation ideally the accelerated cost equals to the cost of modica-
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tion calculation. Therefore the modication calculation is not parallelized in this
thesis.
5.3.5 Code rewriting for enhancing scalability
It is essential to parallelize program and to enhance its parallelism in the whole
program in order to exploit the capability of SMP server. Although small part
of the program limits the parallelism when many CPUs are utilized, parallelizing
the whole program is not always leads to speedups. Parallelizing for-loop which
allocates 2-D array by using \malloc" function must be avoided because \malloc"
function internally locks heap-area and it leads to performance degradation. That
is why \malloc" function is changed to static allocation.
5.4 Performance evaluation on SMP servers
This section evaluates the performance of the dose calculation engine, the par-
allelism of which is enhanced, automatically parallelized by the OSCAR compiler,
on SMP servers and analyze the results.
5.4.1 Evaluation environment
This section evaluates the dose calculation engine on two SMP servers: these
are SR16000, which integrates IBM Power 7 processors and HA8000/RS220, which
integrates Intel Xeon processors. Table 5.1 shows the conguration of each server.
Parallelized program is capable of executing on the SMP servers by native com-
pilers for each server because the OSCAR compiler works as a source-to-source
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Figure 5.9: Evaluation Result on Intel Xeon Processor
compiler and generates OSCAR API, which extends the subset of OpenMP[Opec]
as described in Section 3.5.
As shown in Table 5.1, GNU GCC compiler, IBM XLC compiler, ICC compiler
are used for generating the executables. In addition, this section also evaluates
the performance of an automatic parallelization by XLC and ICC because XLC
and ICC are able to perform an automatic parallelizaton.
Note that a compiler option which means the compiler generates 32-bit binary
is used for Intel processor because there is not the 64-bit shared library which is
linked with the dose calculation engine.
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5.4.2 Performance on HA8000/RS220(Intel Xeon)
Fig.5.9 shows the parallel processing performance of the dose calculation engine
at HA80000/RS220. The horizontal axis shows the processor congurations, \orig-
inal" means a sequential performance of the original code by using ICC and GCC,
\nCPU" means a sequential and parallel performance of the parallelism-enhanced
code as described in Section 5.3 by using the OSCAR compiler for a paralleliza-
tion and by using ICC and GCC for generating the executables. Note that the
performance of an automatic parallelization by ICC shows the performance of the
original code because the performance is better than enhanced code. The vertical
axis shows the speedup against the sequential execution by 1CPU with GCC.
As shown in Fig.5.9, the performance by an automatic parallelization by ICC
does not show the scalability such as 2.37x with 12CPUs. On the other hand,
the performance by the OSCAR compiler shows the good scalability such as 6.89x
with 12CPUs and ICC, 8.96x with 12CPUs and GCC.
Fig 5.10 shows an analysis for the execution time of the dose calculation en-
gine. The horizontal axis shows the processor congurations, \gcc" and \icc" is a
native compiler which generates the executables. The vertical axis shows a rela-
tive execution time which is normalized to the execution time of the original code
compiled by gcc. As described in Section 5.2, the dose calculation and the scatter
calculation occupies more than 96% time of a whole execution.
For GCC compiler, as the number of the CPUs increase from 1CPU to 12CPUs,
the execution time of the dose calculation decreases from 93.70 to 9.05 and the
execution time of the scatter calculation decreases from 5.25 to 1.9.
For ICC compiler, as the number of the CPUs increase from 1CPU to 12CPUs,
the execution time of the dose calculation decreases from 47.60 to 5.45 and the
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Figure 5.10: Performance Analysis on Intel Xeon Processor
execution time of the scatter calculation decreases from 3.35 to 1.45.
That is why the OSCAR compiler realize good scalability.
In terms of an automatic parallelization by ICC, ICC does not show the scalabil-
ity as shown in Fig.5.9. According to a parallelization report by ICC, ICC does not
parallelize important loops in the dose and scatter calculation due to loop carried
dependences. Although some loops in the scatter and modication calculation are
analyzed to be parallelized, ICC actually does not parallelize these loops because
the number of the iterations is insucient. As a result, ICC achieves speedups of
2.45x for the dose calculation and 1.60x for the scatter calculation by a automatic
vectorization compared to sequential execution by GCC. In contrast, the OSCAR
compiler parallelizes important loops in the dose and scatter calculation due to its
rich analysis, pointer analysis and so on.
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Figure 5.11: Evaluation Result on IBM Power7 Processor
5.4.3 Performance on Hitachi SR16000(IBM Power7)
Fig.5.11 shows the parallel processing performance of the dose calculation en-
gine at SR16000. The horizontal axis shows the processor congurations, \origi-
nal" means a sequential performance of the original code by using XLC and GCC,
\nCPU" means a sequential and parallel performance of the parallelism-enhanced
code as described in Section 5.3 by using the OSCAR compiler for a paralleliza-
tion and by using XLC and GCC for generating the executables. Note that the
performance of an automatic parallelization by XLC shows the performance of the
original code because the performance is better than enhanced code. The vertical
axis shows the speedup against the sequential execution by 1CPU with GCC.
As shown in Fig.5.11, the performance by an automatic parallelization by XLC
does not show the scalability such as 1.82x with 64CPUs. On the other hand, the
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Figure 5.12: Performance Analysis on IBM Power7 Processor
performance by the OSCAR compiler shows the good scalability such as 48.06x
with 64CPUs and XLC, 49.93x with 64CPUs and ICC.
Fig 5.12 shows an analysis for the execution time of the dose calculation en-
gine. The horizontal axis shows the processor congurations, \gcc" and \xlc" is a
native compiler which generates the executables. The vertical axis shows a rela-
tive execution time which is normalized to the execution time of the original code
compiled by gcc. As described in Section 5.2, the dose calculation and the scatter
calculation occupies more than 96% time of a whole execution.
For GCC compiler, as the number of the CPUs increase from 1CPU to 64CPUs,
the execution time of the dose calculation decreases from 95.90 to 1.69 and the
execution time of the scatter calculation decreases from 7.60 to 0.35.
For XLC compiler, as the number of the CPUs increase from 1CPU to 64CPUs,
the execution time of the dose calculation decreases from 62.60 to 1.2 and the
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execution time of the scatter calculation decreases from 11.00 to 0.29.
That is why the OSCAR compiler realize good scalability.
In terms of an automatic parallelization by XLC, XLC does not show the scala-
bility as shown in Fig.5.9. According to a parallelization report by XLC, XLC does
not parallelize important loops in the dose and scatter calculation due to loop car-
ried dependences. Some loops in the initialization, dose, scatter and modication
calculation are analyzed to be parallelized, As a result, XLC achieves speedups of
1.30x for the initialize calculation, 1.77x for the dose calculation and 1.57x for the
scatter calculation compared to sequenatial execution by GCC. In contrast, the
OSCAR compiler parallelizes important loops in the dose and scatter calculation
due to its rich analysis, pointer analysis and so on.
5.5 Conclusion
This chapter has described a parallel processing scheme of dose calculation for
heavy particle radiotherapy for cancer treatment and evaluates processing perfor-
mance by the proposed framework on SMP servers. This dose calculation engine
is based on the clinically used program developed by National Institute of Radio-
logical Sciences (NIRS) and Mitsubishi Electronics. This calculation performs 3-D
physical simuations, which is called \Dose calculation engine". It is necessary to
repeat the dose calculation in order to maximize the eect of the therapy during
the planning process. In order to reduce the simulation time by parallelization,
this thesis has proposed a processing scheme for the application and enables the
OSCAR compiler to exploit the parallelism of the calculation engine. As a result,
the proposed method attains good speedups of 9.0 times with 12 processor cores
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on Hitachi HA8000/RS220 system based on the Intel Xeon Processor and 50.0
times with the 64 processor cores on Hitachi SR16000 system based on the IBM
Power 7 processor.
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Table 5.1: Evaluation environment
SR16000 HA8000/RS220
CPU
IBM Power 7
((4.00GHz  8)
 4)  4
Intel Xeon X5670
(2.93GHz  6)  2
L1 D-Cache 32KB / 1 CPU 32KB / 1 CPU
L1 I-Cache 32KB / 1 CPU 32KB / 1 CPU
L2 cache 256KB / 1 CPU 256KB / 1 CPU
L3 cache 32MB / 8 CPU 12MB / 6 CPU
Operating
System
Red Hat
Enterprise Linux
Ubuntu
Linux
Native
Compiler1
GNU C Compiler
version 4.4.5
GNU C Compiler
version 4.4.3
Compile
Option 1 -O3 -m32 -fopenmp -O3 -m32 -fopenmp
Native
Compiler2
IBM
XLC Compiler 11.0
Intel
Parallel Studio 12.0
Compile
Option 2-1
-q64 -qsmp=omp
-O4 -qarch=pwr7
-qmaxmem=-1 -m32 -fast -openmp
Compile
Option 2-2
-q64 -qsmp=auto
-O4 -qarch=pwr7
-qmaxmem=-1 -m32 -fast -parallel
Voxel
Size 0.5mm 1.5mm
# of
Beam 165018 18369
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6.1 Summary of results
This thesis has proposed the automatic parallelizing compiler framework for
various heterogeneous multicores.
The input of the framework is a sequential program written in Parallelizable C,
a kind of C programming style for parallelizing compiler, or Fortran77 and the
output is an executable for a target heterogeneous and homogeneous multicore.
The compilation ow consists of the following 4 steps.
Step 1: Accelerator compilers or programmers insert hint directives immediately
before loops or function calls , which can be executed on the accelerator, in
a sequential program.
Step 2: the OSCAR compiler parallelizes the source program considering with
hint directives: the compiler schedules coarse-grain tasks[WHM+08] to pro-
cessor or accelerator cores and apply the low power control[KMM+09]. Then,
the compiler generates a parallelized C or Fortran program for general-
purpose processors and accelerator cores by using OSCAR API. At that
time, the compiler generates C source codes as separate les for accelerator
cores. Each le includes functions to be executed on accelerators when a
function is scheduled onto accelerator by the compiler.
Step 3: Each accelerator compiler generates objects for its own target accelerator.
Note that each accelerator compiler also generates both data transfer code
between controller and accelerator, and accelerator invocation code.
Step 4: An API analyzer prepared for each heterogeneous multicore translates
OSCAR APIs into runtime library calls, such as pthread library. After-
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wards, an ordinary sequential compiler for each processor from each vender
generates an executable.
This thesis has evaluated the performance and the power consumption
Results of this thesis are summarized as follows.
6.1.1 Media applications on RP-X processor
This thesis has evaluated the performance of the proposed framework on 15 core
heterogeneous multicore RP-X[YIK+10] using media applications.
The framework attains speedups of 32.6 times with eight SH-4A cores and four
FE-GA cores, 18.8 times with two SH-4A cores and one FE-GA core, 5.4 times
with eight SH-4A cores against sequential execution by a single SH4A core and
70% of power reduction for the optical ow on the RP-X.
6.1.2 Dose calculation engine on SMP servers
This thesis has proposed a parallel processing scheme of dose calculation for
heavy particle radiotherapy for cancer treatment and evaluates processing perfor-
mance by the proposed framework on SMP servers. This dose calculation engine
is based on the clinically used program developed by National Institute of Radi-
ological Sciences (NIRS) and Mitsubishi Electronics. As a result, the proposed
method attains good speedups of 9.0 times with 12 processor cores on Hitachi
HA8000/RS220 system based on the Intel Xeon Processor and 50.0 times with
the 64 processor cores on Hitachi SR16000 system based on the IBM Power 7
processor.
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6.2 Future works
This thesis has realized an automatic parallelization for heterogeneous multi-
cores.
The future work is the following:
 Fully Automatic Parallelization of C program
Fully automatic parallelization of C program by enhancing analyzer such as
pointer analyzer is important because real applications usually use struc-
tures/unions.
 Power capping control
Power capping control by a compiler is required for battery powered mobile
devices including solar-powered devices
 Automatic detection of acceleration part
Detecting which parts of the program can be executed on specied acceler-
ator automatically is important because many frameworks leave it to pro-
grammers.
 Compiler-Directed Local Memory Management for Heterogeneous Multicore
Utilizing local memory by compiler is necessary for real-time heterogeneous
multicores.
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